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Introduction:  The chemical and physical charac-

teristics of sedimentary material can provide valuable 
clues about transport processes, distance traveled, and 
provenance. For example, it is possible to distinguish 
the emplacement process of sediments based entirely 
on the shape of the quartz grains in the deposit. These 
traditional sedimentological concepts have been ap-
plied to our interpretation of surface materials on other 
planets; however, our current understanding of these 
concepts is based on sediments derived from the terres-
trial continental crust, which is typically felsic (e.g., 
granite) in composition. In contrast, the surfaces of the 
terrestrial planets are composed primarily of mafic 
material--basalt--which generates much different sed-
imentary particles as it weathers. Instead of quartz, 
feldspar, and heavy minerals commonly found in most 
terrestrial sedimentary deposits, basaltic sediments are 
composed of varying amounts of olivine, pyroxene, 
felspar, and vitric and lithic fragments. Both the dura-
bility and specific gravities of particles derived from 
basalt are different from particles derived from granite. 
Because of their chemical composition and crystalline 
structure, it is anticipated that basaltic sediments will 
also weather much differently than felsic materials. 
Our study will document the physical and chemical 
changes that take place in basaltic sediments as they 
are transported by wind, water, and ice over increasing 
distances. This will result in an improvement in our 
understanding of traditional sedimentological concepts 
when applying them to the surface materials on other 
planets, particularly Mars but Venus as well. 

Sediment Provenance: Here we present prelimi-
nary analyses of the physical characteristics of basaltic 
lithic fragments found in volcanic tephra, eolian dunes, 
fluvial deposits, and glacial moraines on the Big Island 
of Hawaii. Lithic fragments can be particularly im-
portant for characterizing basaltic sediments because 
unlike olivine or vitric fragments, they always account 
for some size fraction of the deposit. Lithic fragments 
have also been found in many of the surficial deposits 
analyzed on Mars [e.g., 1, 2]. 

Aeolian sediments. There are only a few places on 
Earth where dunes composed of basaltic sediments 
have been documented, including the Ka‘ū Desert in 
Hawaii [3]. The Ka‘ū Desert is ~350 km2 in size and 
contains one of the largest basaltic dune fields on 
Earth. The source of basaltic materials comes from 
periodic phreatic eruptions that Kīlauea has experi-
enced over the last 2,000 years [4]. Collectively mate-

rial from these eruptions has created the Keanakāko‘i 
Tephra deposit. This tephra was deposited in a series 
of eruptions that were close to the same scale and in-
tensity each time [5]. Therefore, the assumption that 
we make is that the Keanakāko‘i Tephra is the local 
source for all the dune material. The continuous 
Keanakāko‘i Tephra is located in an ~3-km swath 
around Kilauea’s central caldera, and transport dis-
tances can exceed 12-14 km. We have identified and 
collected samples from several different dune types 
located in various parts of the desert, including climb-
ing and falling dunes, sand sheets, parabolic dunes 
(that were initially barchans), and crescentic dunes.  
 Fluvial sediments. Fluvial sediments are located in 
a series of gullies and channels that have incised the 
Keanakāko‘i Tephra deposit [6]. Where the tephra be-
comes more patchy and discontinuous, fluvial flow 
goes from confined to unconfined, resulting in a series 
of floodout deposits and playas in an area we refer to 
as the Ka‘ū Lava Ramp. Although there is evidence for 
some aqueous flow in other parts of the desert, we 
have collected fluvial sediments in the drainage net-
works that have incised the Keanakāko‘i Tephra where 
the source is obvious. Some additional, select samples 
from fluvial features (e.g., bedrock channel and small 
playas) within the Ka‘ū Lava Ramp  have also been 
collected to check for physical and chemical changes 
that may have occurred with longer transport distances. 

Glacial sediments. Mauna Kea is the only volcano 
in Hawai’i with unequivocal evidence of Pleistocene 
glaciation [7]. Drift deposits associated with at least 
three distinct episodes of glaciation have been identi-
fied [8]. The Makanaka Glacial Member is the young-
est known glacial unit on Mauna Kea, and because it 
superposes the other glacial deposits, it is also the most 
readily accessible. This unit is present as end moraines, 
lateral moraines and ground moraine that form a nearly 
continuous annulus between ~3400 and 3800 m, and 
delimit an ~10-km-diameter ice cap [7 and 8]. Maka-
naka glaciation has a complicated history, but cosmo-
genic 36Cl dating of terminal moraines and other gla-
cial landforms indicates that the last two ice caps, 
called Older Makanaka and Younger Makanaka, re-
treated from their maximum positions approximately 
23ka and 13ka, respectively [9]. (Cosmogenic 3He 
dating suggests that glacial retreat began closer to 
20.5ka and 14.6ka [10].)  We have collected surface 
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samples of the Makanaka Glacial Member from acces-
sible areas on the summit of Mauna Kea.  

A valid analog. A challenge faced by all analog 
studies is the onus of placing the observations and in-
terpretation we make here on Earth into context with 
those we see on other planets. Essentially, the samples 
we are analyzing need to be placed into context with 
lithology and environment (i.e., climate). Detailed 
analyses of rock and sediments from the Mars Explora-
tion Rovers [11] and the Curiosity lander [12] indicate 
that Hawaiian volcanic materials are ideal Martian 
lithologic analogs. The simplest thing to be said about 
the environmental differences is that we understand 
them, and secondary alteration of the samples we have 
collected due to the environment is negligible. For 
example, laboratory analyses by [13] indicate that the 
Keanakāko‘i Tephra is generally “little altered.” Anal-
yses by [14] and [15] agree that the “degree of weath-
ering (of the Keanakāko‘i Tephra) is volumetrically 
small.”  In fact, the alteration products from Hawaiian 
materials have been important for characterizing Mar-
tian surface materials, such as the phyllosilicates [16]. 

Observations:  We conducted analyses of the the 
lithic fragment samples using an optical microscope 
and a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The opti-
cal microscope was used to characterize the particle 
sorting of the deposits and to identify and select repre-
sentative lithic particles for analyses by the SEM. 
There are several surprising observations that may 
have important implications for determining the prov-
enance of basaltic materials on the terrestrial planets. 
For example, lithic fragments free of vesicles typically 
display an initially rough surface texture (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. Lithic fragments from the Keanakāko‘i Tephra. 

Figure 2 show that this surface texture is preserved 
after the particles have been transported by fluvial pro-
cesses (albeit over distances of only a few kilometers). 
This surface texture becomes less common in lithic 
particles that have been transported by aeolian pro-

cesses. Such polishing of particle surface textures is 
generally more often seen in felsic sediments trans-
ported by fluvial processes. 

 
Figure 2. Lithic fragment collected from fluvial deposits in 
Sand Wash [6]. 

 
Figure 3. Lithic fragment transported by aeolian processes. 
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